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of this wide-ranging legislation. Indeed,
it is mystifying how any legislation that
purports to eliminate waste in healthcare
effectively ignores tort reform at the federal
level. Fortunately, we West Virginia
physicians have been the beneficiaries of
medical liability civil justice reform that is
among the best in the nation for 10 years.

Jenkins to Receive Leadership Award
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The Honorable Evan Jenkins, West Virginia
State Senator and Executive Director of the
West Virginia State Medical Association
(WVSMA), will be recognized during the
2013 Healthcare Summit to be held at the
Greenbrier August 23-25. Senator Jenkins
will receive the Robert L. Ghiz Award for
Outstanding Service to the Physician
Community of West Virginia based on the
leadership role he has played in the medical
community throughout his career.

2001 (HB 601) and 2003 (HB 2122). These
reforms, in part, have contributed to an
improved medical professional liability
climate in the state of West Virginia.

Recipients of this award are those that have
dedicated themselves to altruistic service,
leadership and advocacy for the physician
community of West Virginia. Senator
Jenkins played an integral role in the
passage of the medical liability reforms in

Former recipients of the award include
Robert L. Ghiz. M.D., Jane Cline, former
Insurance Commissioner of the State of
West Virginia, and David L. Rader, former
CEO of the West Virginia Mutual Insurance
Company.

Senator Jenkins has served as Executive
Director of the West Virginia State Medical
Association since 1999. Founded in 1867,
the WVSMA is the state’s largest physician
organization dedicated to improving the
health of West Virginia.
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Brecht once noted, “Because things are the
way they are, things will not stay the way
they are.” This is particularly true in these
uncertain times for physicians. In this
issue, Senator Evan Jenkins has provided
an excellent update on implementation of
the disingenuously titled Affordable Care
Act, or Obamacare, as it is more widely
known. The physician community is
understandably skeptical about the impact
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As we will remember, this effort in the
legislature was spearheaded by a broad
coalition of healthcare stakeholders, with
the West Virginia State Medical Association
and its Executive Director, Senator Jenkins,
at the forefront. Since its passage, since we
are so passionate about keeping physicians
in our state and thereby improving the
public health, your West Virginia Mutual
Insurance Company has been quite vigilant
and active about protecting our much-needed
reforms on a number of fronts. These efforts
have included legislative lobbying and
providing a number of amicus briefs in
judicial challenges.

we physicians have about the future of the
practice of medicine. Fortunately, affordable
and available medical malpractice insurance
provided by your Mutual is not one of our
concerns. The management and the Board
of the West Virginia Mutual Insurance
Company have provided excellent
leadership and stewardship to assure that
our company will be there for you over the
long-term, as we West Virginia physicians
have been victimized by out-of-state medical
liability insurance companies either
leaving the state or going out of business
when the going got tough. Your Mutual,
which carries an A – (Excellent) rating from
the A. M. Best Company signifying its
financial strength, will continue to serve and
protect you during this time of change.
We are: Physicians Insuring Physicians.

As a practicing otolaryngologist, I am
acutely aware of the apprehension that
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Upcoding: Is your EHR Putting You at Risk? Karen Zupko

Electronic health records are being blamed, in
part, for the skyrocketing payments associated
with level four and level five evaluation and
management codes in private practices and
hospital emergency departments. Over the last
decade, the additional costs for E&M coding
increases are estimated to be in the billions.
In the past few months, The Center for
Public Integrity and CMS released several
reports detailing how auto-coding, record
cloning, and EHR software prompts make it
easy to achieve inflated upper-level coding
and additional payment for services.
It’s ironic that the technology physicians were
incentivized to adopt seems to be the root
cause of runaway cost increases. But rather
than debate the existence of EHR-generated

Critical Issues Ahead for Physicians Evan H. Jenkins, Executive Director • West Virginia State Medical Association

upcoding, your practice should focus on what
it can do to minimize the risk of audits and
take-backs; whether or not you use an EHR.

visits all seem to be level four, while her
colleagues’ codes are distributed across the
coding spectrum?

Here are six practical steps your practice
can take to ensure that it is in compliance
with Medicare standards, and to lower its
risk profile.

5. Review the actual notes. Audit your practice
records. Look for evidence of cloning or
carrying forward notes on physical exams
and patient histories. Make sure voice
recognition-transcribed notes make sense.

1. If your practice doesn’t have a compliance
plan — get one. Call your specialty society or
use the version available on the Office of
Inspector General’s (OIG) website for small
practices. And, do chart reviews, whether you
use paper or electronic systems.
2. If you are shopping for an EHR, be very
wary of vendors who promise your patient
encounters will come out at a higher level
after you adopt their system.
3. Run a baseline CPT frequency report
of your E&M services for each provider
(sometimes called a productivity report)
before you adopt an EHR. If you already
have an EHR, running this report quarterly
is a must. Look carefully at your practice’s
use of level 1 through level 5 codes for new
patients, consults, established patients, and
hospital visits for each provider.

6. Consider turning off the “auto-coder.”
As many coding experts have pointed out,
physicians still need to use their discretion.
Remember, the nature of the presenting
problem will be looked at in an audit.
Most of all — be proactive. There’s little
reason to doubt that the OIG will be looking
at the connection between EHR-prompted
coding and overbilling for patient services.
Make sure your patient records accurately
reflect physician services.
Karen Zupko is a seasoned senior advisor who has been
helping physicians to navigate America’s healthcare
system since 1974. Her perspective stems from more
than 25 years of consulting, coaching, and training
experience with physicians and those who manage
them. Zupko also teaches medical coding; serving as an
instructor for the ACS, AAOS, AANS, and AAO-HNS.
You can contact her at kzupko@karenzupko.com.

4. Assess variations within your practice.
Is there a logical explanation why Dr. Black’s

Private Practice vs.
Employment
As physician practice management becomes
increasingly more difficult, some doctors are
considering employment as an option. There
can be significant differences between the
two models. As you investigate the advantages
and disadvantages of a private practice
compared to being employed by a facility,
there are important considerations such as:
• Has the potential employer provided you
with an Offer Letter describing the terms
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This past March, federal healthcare reform
(the “ACA”) marked its third anniversary.
Its supporters celebrated the many new
requirements imposed on the insurance
industry that have already taken effect such
as prohibiting lifetime limits on coverage
and exclusion of pre-existing conditions.
Opponents, however, point out the multiple
setbacks the Obama administration has had
with the ACA’s implementation and
prognosticate that the real negative impact,
including access to care problems, new taxes
and higher health insurance premiums are
just around the corner.
For physicians, the next six months will see
two critical steps in the healthcare overhaul
that will have significant impact. This October,
health insurance “Exchanges” are slated to
become operational in each state. This will
be the so-called marketplace where most
individuals not covered by employer
sponsored health insurance will go to
purchase insurance required under the
ACA’s individual mandate. In West Virginia,
Governor Tomblin opted for a hybrid
Exchange model that will be operated through
a joint state / federal partnership. Physicians
must closely monitor in the coming weeks
details being announced about which
insurance carriers have agreed to participate
in the Exchange and information about the
coverages being offered.

and conditions of an employment
contract? Many times once this Letter is
signed by the parties there is little ability
for you to negotiate changes.
• Have you engaged an attorney to represent
your interests in the negotiations? As a
rule, the employer’s Agreements have been
written by legal counsel and, if so, it will
be in your best interest to have your own
lawyer representing you.
• Will you have autonomy in your medical
practice? Who will provide your medical
staff, and do you have any ability to choose
who will be assisting you? What if the
staff provided to you is not acceptable?
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The next critical date is January 1, 2014,
which begins the requirement (or ‘mandate’)
that all individuals carry insurance coverage
or face a financial penalty and, most
significant to physicians, will be the
expansion of Medicaid eligibility in West
Virginia to 138% of the federal poverty level.
Medicaid currently covers approximately
405,000 individuals. Broken down, the
numbers show approximately 204,000 are
under 21 years of age, 110,000 are covered
due to disability, 30,500 are elderly and
59,000 are adults between ages 21-64.
Following the legal challenge to key provisions
of the ACA and the US Supreme Court’s
ruling that allowed states to choose whether
or not to pursue Medicaid expansion,
Governor Tomblin agreed to expansion in
West Virginia. An actuarial analysis projects
that this decision will swell the Medicaid
rolls in West Virginia by more than 91,000
newly covered individuals. That analysis also
projects that post ACA implementation we
will see a drop in employer sponsored
insurance from the current 910,000 to
871,000 individuals.
The big question, and the one the media is
now starting to focus on, is whether there
will be enough physicians to meet the
expectations and demands of the tens of
thousands of newly enrolled Medicaid

• Is there a demand for your specialty?
Eventually, adequate revenue must be
generated.
• Is there a bonus included in your Agreement?
If so, are the stipulations for payment of
that bonus clearly stated so there is no
disagreement between you and your
employer at the time the money is due you?
• What are the termination provisions in
the Contract? Will your Privileges be
terminated if your employment Agreement
is terminated? Is there a non-compete
clause included that will prohibit you
from practicing within a certain area for
a stated period of time?

patients. The vast majority of West Virginia
is officially designated by the federal
government as medically underserved
and a health professional shortage area.
Physicians are well aware of the
reimbursement differential between
Medicaid on the low end when compared
to private sector commercial insurance rates
and even Medicare. In Massachusetts, an
early mandatory insurance coverage state
that served as a model for the ACA, patients
there experienced access to care difficulties.
Another significant concern will be the fiscal
impact the ACA will have on physicians and
their practice. While the federal government
‘promises’ to fully fund the cost of expansion
in the first three years then transition to a
90/10 federal match thereafter, West Virginia
is still projected to need to add $375.5
million new state dollars into Medicaid over
the next ten years on top of the already
expected normal Medicaid budget trends.
How and where West Virginia policymakers
manage the added fiscal burden in an already
tight budget environment is a serious concern.
The coming months and years will see many
challenges, both foreseen and unforeseen, that
require physicians to be ever vigilant in their
awareness of the new details and developments
surrounding the implementation of the ACA.   

• Who will provide your Medical Professional
Liability coverage? Can you maintain
your own coverage in the event your
employment terminates?
• If you sever your relationship with your
employer, who is responsible for payment
of the Reporting Coverage (Tail)?
Considering all aspects of any employment
arrangement is important. You should take
time to thoroughly understand the full
implications of any arrangement and the
long-term affect it can have on your career.
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